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• MARKET TRENDS OF 2020

• AFTER-EFFECTS OF COVID-19 
ON THE DEVOPS MARKET IN        
SWITZERLAND 

• OVERVIEW OF DEVOPS TRENDS 
AND TECHNOLOGIES 

• FUTURE GROWTH AND AREAS OF 
FOCUS FOR 2021 

I have been reaching out to my network in the DevOps 

and Cloud community to communicate with clients and 

candidates over several weeks to discuss specifically, where 

people see change occurring. From new innovative tools 

and technologies emerging in the space to those areas 

within DevOps that we know and love becoming more 

prolific, or even losing traction within a production ready 

environment based on their environment and surroundings. 

The effects that Covid-19 has had throughout digital business 

is abundantly clear. Digital business is powered by its resilient 

platforms, strong infrastructure and clean-code and most 

important its niche experts in Cloud computing, digital 

innovation and reliable infrastructure. Our DevOps and 

Cloud experts are crucial in completing these business-critical 

missions in such a time and these skills are now required by 

my clients more than ever to keep projects on time and in 

budget. 

   .THE DEMAND FOR DEVOPS SOLUTIONS 
AND SERVICES AMONG ENTERPRISES 
IS EXPECTED TO GAIN HUGE TRACTION, 
DUE TO THE INCREASING NEED FOR FAST 
APPLICATION DELIVERY, COMBINED WITH 
HIGH QUALITY.
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 .THE DEVOPS MARKET WORLDWIDE IS 
EXPECTED TO GROW TO 9.265 BILLION CHF 
BY 2023 WITH A HUGE DEMAND FOR DEVOPS 
FOCUSING ON LOWER COSTS, FLEXIBILITY, 
AGILITY AND FAST APPLICATION DELIVERY.   .      

Public cloud markets such as AWS 

and Azure continue to expand 

exponentially in Switzerland through 

2020 into 2021 and I can only see this 

increasing as this year progresses, 

with AWS themselves posting huge 

revenues of growth at 28% with 12.7 

billion US dollars towards Q4 of 2020.
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I have noticed an increase of digital based companies in Switzerland migrating 

to AWS cloud infrastructures or focusing on cloud native greenfield projects 

and many IT digital solution providers opting for Azure or AWS over GCP 

based on clients needs and project dependent. Some of this can be attributed 

to the disruptions caused by the Covid-19 pandemic and boils down to cost 

efficiency and factors mentioned above such as larger capacity, increased 

flexibilities and ultimately many businesses throughout Switzerland are now 

readily seeing the benefits of migrating to the cloud and reaping the rewards 

of this! 

I am also noticing that FinTech, InsurTech and larger corporations and consulting 

companies are mainly focusing on Azure based public cloud technologies, due 

to cost efficiency whereas SME’s and product focused companies are mainly 

utilising AWS based solutions.

     DEVOPS DEMAND COMES FROM THE DRIVE OF 
RUNNING FULLY AUTONOMOUS PROCESSES AND 
DIGITAL TRANSFORMATIONS.
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Having discussed the increase of cloud computing across Switzerland with Michele 

Mazzucchi: Lead Solution Architect at Roche Diagnostics recently he feels that the Cloud 

markets will also continue to expand further for the present: 
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..  AWARENESS THAT CLOUD IS NOT THE SILVER BULLET IS 
ONLY PREVALENT AMONG PIONEERS, SO THE BULK OF THE 
INDUSTRY WILL STILL HAVE TO GO THROUGH THE EXPERIENCE 
FIRST-HAND, BEFORE LEARNING AND GOING PARTIALLY 
BACK.  I EXPECT THIS TO GROW FOR THE NEXT 3-4 YEARS, 
BEFORE  PLATEAUING IN FAVOUR OF MORE DISTRIBUTED 
TECHNOLOGIES.

Could this mean that hybrid-cloud solutions could become the next phenomenon, or do 

you think that the big public cloud providers will prevail?

Tools such as Docker, Ansible, Terraform and Kubernetes (K8s) will continue to gain 

popularity amongst DevOps Engineers and clients alike based on the pros of using these 

particular tools. 

For example, having discussed with DevOps engineers and Kubernetes experts, they 

prefer the fluidity and possibilities of using Kubernetes to build on top of microservices 

in order to handle many services and flows automatically whilst orchestrating clusters 

faster and more efficiently. There are however some drawbacks which need to be looked 

at including administrational challenges but ultimately the hype with K8s will escalate and 

develop further. 

Digital, cloud-based businesses are also opting to use tools such as Terraform to build 

infrastructure as a code, and for creating templates and scripting purposes. This is due 

to there being less limitations with Terraform stemming from their origins of HashiCorp. 

Terraform can bridge the gap as a good solution combined with AWS or Azure for use 

on cloud-computing infrastructure and I am seeing more companies opt for this when 

concentrating on cloud-based software and infra projects.   
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**These views and ideas are my own: 
Gathered from research, my own market 
knowledge and trends, reviewing statistics 
on the market and speaking to people like 
yourself!

POTENTIAL AREAS OF 
FOCUS IN 2021: 

Cloud Native/Cloud 
Computing (AWS/AZURE).

Solution/Cloud architecture 
technologies.

Edge Computing/

Distributed Technologies.

Service-mesh tools such as 
Istio and Helm to aid tools 
such as K8’s. 

Tools such as: Kubernetes, Docker, Ansible and Terraform will continue 
to be developed, used in production-ready environments and gain 
popularity.

      Ultimately, I think it is an extremely exciting time to be a small cog in a 
very big machine in the DevOps and Cloud market in Switzerland; an area 
which I believe has seen huge growth and potential for the future; aided by 
innovative ideas, outstanding technical minds and fused together by adapt-
able workforces in what was a very challenging 2020. 

This growing market is only continuing to scale further, and I am looking 
forward to seeing what 2021 brings to the DevOps world in Schweiz! 
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REBECCA NEWSON

“It was a great pleasure to work with Rebecca who 
works professionally and extremely efficiently. She 
is absolutely an expert on matching professionals 
with companies who are already in or moving into a 
digitalized world. I believe her reputation in the industry 
definitely played a big role in the offer I received.’’
Meng-Chieh Ling 

‘‘Working with you is the perfect experience. You are 
dedicated to high-quality screening processes, hands 
on with communication and expertised with mentoring 
us through the hiring process. But most of all you are 
a professional, empathetic and reliable person I enjoy 
working with. I hope we have more projects to come in 
the future.’’
Petra Kischkewitz - Business Manager/Project Manager

I’m usually wary of recruiters, but the experience 
of working with Rebecca was wonderful. Her role 
recommendation was spot-on, and the communication 
was always honest, professional, and pleasant. 
Although eventually I didn’t accept the offer, the whole 
process was just enjoyable. Rebecca is a rare island of 
competence in a sea of recruiters just looking for a quick 
buck.’’
Dr. Michael Matuschek

DevOps, Data Ops & Cloud Consultant | Switzerland | Advocate of #WomenInTech 
DevOps | System Tech | Infrastructure | Architecture | Operations | Cloud | Linux | Mac | Windows | Microsoft 

MY PERSONALITY:

• Passionate about DevOps, with a personal interest in the world of 
data to keep learning.

• Bubbly and outgoing.

• Extremely candid.

• Never gives up with a can-do attitude.

• Provides open and honest feedback.

• Works on a trust basis on all sides.

• Attention to detail at the highest level.

• Excellent organisational and communication skills.

MY CLIENTS: 
I’m very proud of the strong relationships I have with the following businesses :

TeleboyHilti EF Education Adesso

INTERESTING FACTS ABOUT MYSELF:

Advocate of #WOMENINTECH #WOMENINDEVOPS

Contributor to the Ed-Tech and E-Learning community via presentations 
offering market knowledge, job search functions and advice.

WHY YOU SHOULD WORK WITH ME:
• I focus on extremely high-quality screening processes 

• Proven success with clients and candidates through case-studies 
directly relevant to your use-cases in DevOps and Cloud Computing

• Strong local network in a very niche field  

• Expert market knowledge and client product information 
regarding up to date trends 

• Assistance to candidates through relocation advice, visa help and 
support, knowledge of salaries, local areas and strong business 
product knowledge in Switzerland

• I focus on repeat business and aim to create long-lasting 
relationships by building rapport with candidates and clients from 
day one 

WHAT I DO

Having extensive knowledge and skills in the Data market in Germany for 3 years, covering: Data Engineers & Scientists, DevOps, Data Ops 
and Cloud specialists I have a strong background experience in aiding and liaising with candidates as well as managing the full-cycle and 
process with clients utilising my expertise of diverse tools and technologies in the market covering a range of industries to include FinTech, 
E-Commerce, EdTech, System Tech and Energy among others. 

With three years broadening my knowledge and skills in this region, I have used my passion in technology to specialise in the world of 
DevOps and Data Ops across the German Swiss, Italian Swiss and French Swiss speaking regions in Switzerland.

I work with skilled DevOps Engineers, Cloud and Software Development Engineers and Architects in niche pockets with highly sought-after 
attributes. I focus on creating a personal touch at the highest level and this is how I personally stand out from my competition including 
dedication and honesty at all times; including very high levels of organisational, communication and networking abilities based on my 
background and expertise. 

As an advocate on Women in Tech and Women in the DevOps space, this also aids my skill-set in standing out from the crowd and the typical 
generic recruiter. With both clients and candidates, I build ever-lasting relationships proven through repeat business and a strong level of 
communication and honesty.
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